Levin, Retr., Assoc. sofa
Olalla R. m. Res
Lot 91

Notes of Survey x Plan
Copy furnished Land Office
April 3, 1914

C. 6256 B. Molokina

...file in Carton 183...
Beginning at the Northwest corner of this Lot on road, the coordinates of which point are 4282.74 feet South and 12392.98 feet West of Olaa Trig. Sta., and running:

1. - N. 80°30' E. True 2036.84 feet along Lot #90;
2. - S. 80°30' E. 351.5' " Kahiheui Settlement Association Lots;
3. - S. 20°30' W. 1972.2' " Lot #92;
4. - N. 20°00' W. 357.91' " road to point of beginning;

Containing 0.03 Acres.

Hilo, Hawaii
May 1902.

E. D. Baldwin
Surveyor.
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